English Sec.4
Course Outline
Instructor: Laura L.Greco
Time: Mon-Fri. 8:30-10:30 am
Room: A-211
Modules #4111-1---Poetry & Songs....Studying the meaning, concept & devices on existing
and popular poems & songs. This will lead to ANALYSING --Understanding the reason
and the double meaning (all related to LIFE) of the poems and songs and bring out the
individual perception and creativity of the students’ own work.
Module #4112-2--Stories & Films….Reading and viewing of Short stories --&-- 3-4 Full
length Films. All chosen as a Motivational and meaningful stories and films that through
the understanding of the ''Elements of a Story'' of both Short stories and the Film’s
Cinematic. ELEMENTS STUDENTS WILL THOROUGHLY UNDERSTAND THE THEMES &
SOCIAL MESSAGES ..& apply positive criticism to either a storyline or film.
Module #4113-3..Reporting & Journalism.....Various Documentaries and Articles will be
given to students....& applying the techniques & devices that touch Persuasion.

By the end of the course, students will:
1) KNOW the “why-how-where-when” and the various techniques that enabled the individual
novelist-Writer- Film Director or -and Reporter to deliver his/her message across clearly to the
reader-alias-students.
2) UNDERSTAND, Appreciate, analyze, apply and express themselves through both writing and
discussions the various devices and techniques of either poetry, short stories, films or individual
articles. Thus be a better communicator and evaluator-to be able to judge critically but positively
& respectfully.
3) PRODUCE a better awareness, ability to analyze the meaning of poetry and song, as an
extension of emotional expression and be able to express themselves in written format when
asked to analyze or discuss in order to improve their opinions and perceptions in their private
lives (and/or on the exams).

Units that will be covered:
We will be having group work, discussions, weekly review, tests, creations of Poetry and
Film reviews. Dramatic oral Presentations and overall class participation of either songs
(singing)-- poetry--or film scenes criticism. Also newscasting and reporting in class orally.

Assessment & Evaluation:
Weekly-Fridays Review Tests....Many re-enforcing quizzes either on the poetry devices, cinematic devices
and Reports and Documentaries...
1st part--- a written exam on Poetry questions and 1 oral poem Recitation.
2nd part---a written exam questions on a new film & a written film review essay.
3rd part--- a written report essay on a new given topic & an oral based on their own written report.

